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Mysore the cultural capital of Karnataka is situated at a height of 770 meters above the sea level.
The place in spite of being ruled by different rulers still retains its old charm and beauty because of
which millions of travellers flock to this destination every year.  Tour to Mysore enriches the
historical knowledge of the tourists who are thrilled with rich traditional heritage and cultural ancestry
of the place. On your trip you can visit places like Brindavan garden. Mysore palace, jagan Mohan
Art Gallery, Chamundi hills, KRS dam, zoo etc.  A visit to this destination is ideal during the
celebration of ever popular and delightful festivals. Tour to this destination rejuvenates with fresh
bout of energy and vigour and helps travellers to gather lifetime memories with their loved ones.

The cit y is perfect for all kinds of travllers as one can find accommodation that suits every class of
society. One can find star hotels to Heritage hotels to Budget hotels as per the requirement and
budget of the travllers. These hotels manage to please all kind of travllers by offering numerous
flawless services to the travllers. They also offer personalised services as per the requirement of the
travllers.

These hotels in Mysore are also known to cater all the business travllers with respect to location and
amenities offered to them. The hotels offer onsite catering and banquet halls for conducting any sort
of event. The rooms of these hotels are spacious and also offer the modern in room amenities like
air conditioning, hot cold running water supply, bathroom toiletries, hair dryer, television, telephone.
Most if these hotels have a friendly travel desk which offer attractive packages to initiate the
sightseeing aspects of your trip and this would be ideal for the first timers. If you intend to opt for
star or deluxe hotels in Mysore than they offer additional facilities like swimming pools, power gyms,
multi cuisine restaurants, ayurvedic massages etc on your stay with these hotels. Mysore
accommodation caters to the needs of all kinds of travllers as they very well understand that every
travllers is different with different requirements.

So what are you waiting pick from the hotels of your choice that at very economical prices without
burning holes to your pocket as hotels in Mysore offer you varied choices of accommodation at very
economical price. So book your hotel now to avoid last minute confusion.
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Looking for a hotels in Mysore. Visit Mysore with MakeMyTrip and enjoy the best deals. Book cheap
and luxury hotels in Mysore.
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